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ABSTRACT

Assuming t h a t the nucleons are (»u) composite systems t h e

helium nucleus i s compared t o a molecule c o n s i s t i n g of four hydrogen-

l i k e atone where piona are l i k e nuc le i and muons are l i k e e l e c t r o n s .

Ground s ta te energy o f 2He nucleus has been estimated In the

framework of valence-bond method. Good agreement with t h e

experimental value con be obtained i f I t I s assumed that u* \i~

coupling 1B 3* s tronger than t h e p* u c o u p l i n g .
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I t I s nov we l l - e s tab l i shed that protons and neutrons are not

elementary p a r t i c l e s , but they have a certain s tructure . Different models

have been suggested In the past and have met v l t h varying degrees of success

In explaining the s t a t i c and t h e dynamic propert ies o f the hadrona D.2)

7ev attempts have alBo been made to explain some of the lov energy nuclear
properties with the use of quark model "•". Hovever, quarks are not seen
as yet and quark-quark Interaction is obtained fron the extremely complicated
QCD theory. In order to account for the tremendous experimental data, one
has to Introduce ft large number of parameters and often the physics of the
problem Is overshadowed by the mathematical complexities.

While discussing the nature of nuclear bonds and hadron structure,
Barut had asked the following question. Is It possible to develop a theory
of nuclear force that would revive the pre-Yukawa picture of chemical type
forces and yet explain the practical success of the Yukawa theory? On the
basis of a series of papers we bad tried to answer this question and one of
us had developed s simple composite model for proton and neutron structure.
In our model we had assumed that nucleon consists of a boson B and a
fermion A. He can identify B with a pion-like particle and A with a
muon-like particle. Then the nucleon Is a «M composite system. In
particular, p « * u and n • it p • There Is an attractive gluon force
- £̂ r between *-like and ji-like particles, where g i s the gluon charge.
The possibility of this form of force which Is long-ranged but strong has been

Justified on various grounds . In QCD also the lnterquark potential is
6)essentially of the Coulomb type at short distances . The strong long-ranged

potential can account for the short-range nature of the nucleon-nucleon force
by requiring hybridization of auon clouds and we could explain the binding of
deuteron by drawing analogy with the H. - molecule. Our model could also

6)explain the form factor of deuteron and the magnetic moments of nucleons
6)

In the present work an attempt Is being made to test our model to account for
the ground state binding of ^He nucleus In the framework of valence bond
theory of molecules.

A helium nucleus consists of two protons and two neutronB. Assuming
that nucleons are *u composite systems the helium nucleus is similar to a
molecule consisting of four hydrogen-like atoms where plons are like nuclei
end muona are like electrons. For simplicity we consider the plons to remain
static and describe the muons by hydrogen-like wave functions ¥flx^* ^'""h' ••
vhere A, B . . . refer to the centres and a, b . . . to the sruon-llke particles.
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The ground state of the helium nucleus would b« described by a U x It Slater's

determinant formed out of space and spin orbitals of different u-llke

particles.

The Interaction HamiltonIan between the nucleons (Aa) and (Bb)
would be of the type

_ £ - £
vhere A, B refer to the pions and a, b to the Buons. Let UB Imagine the
four nucleons to be dirlded Into pairs. The system will be most stable If
there Is a bond between Bay 'a* and 'b 1 , one between 'c' and 'd' etc.
A coralent stable bond betveen 'a' and 'b' can be formed i f the spins of
the corresponding n-llke particles are paired. The most stable configuration
of the system would be that corresponding to the maximum number of bonds. He
oust moke It clear at this stage that a bond formation has no objective reality
for the simple reason that these varefunctIons are not eigenfunctions for the
allowed stationary states. But the genluB of the valence-bond method Is that
it selects as component structure wavefunctlons which do carry a pictorial
connotation. These bond eigenfunctions have an eigenvalue zero for the S
spin operator. The ground state can be evaluated by solving the secular
determinant and the final expression for the energy simplifies to

- Q - Ji

system and of the type

(2)

and

c< = (a t )
f, •= (ad)

CM

where (ab) . . . etc.refer to exchange integrals for two particle system given by

- 3 -

<f.(r ft are the bydrogenlc wave functions given by

(6)

The direct (Q) and the exchange Integrals (E) slnplify to the following
expressions 10).

rSl
(T)

and

E =•
where

6 = -S-
and

L 12- f\ + H- •+

are the exponential Integrals and y i g ,

Ve know from experiments that the lowest state for a np system is a
state and In i t the Interaction i s soaevhat stronger compared to the SQ

systems. Thus ve may assume that

K times stronger than the u"u~ (nn bond) or
u%+ coupling (pp bond), vhere K i s an adjustable parameter. Thus the
expression (2) for the ground state energy simplifies to

state Interaction for n - n or p - p
y+u" coupling (np bond) ±a

E. - Q - (9)

The direct and the exchange integrals are calculated using expressions

(T) and (8) and have been tabulated in Table 1 as a function of y. As

expected the exchange integrals are much larger in magnitude than the direct
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Integrals. The ground state energy la estimated using expression (2) for

different values of the parameter K and for different y. The energy

functions show a minimum at y - 2.0. If K « 1 i.e. u u~ and M u

couplings are equally atrong tbe contribution coning from the exchange Integrals
p —1

vanish. For g /fie » 0.1)8 and a -2,51 F (this choice of parameters gives

correct binding energy and quadrupole moment of deuteron), and for K » 1, the

ground state energy Is -15.06 HeV compared to the experiaental value of-28.3 MeV 11) However, the energy is quite sensitive to the parameter K.

If we assume that u+u~ coupling is 3% stronger than the jt% or u~v"

coupling the ground state energy is -2U.97 HeV, close to the experimental

value. This assumption is Justified on the grounds that n - p systems can

exist in both singlet and triplet states^ whereas a p - p or n - n system

can exist only in singlet states.

Thus, ve find that apart from explaining other low energy nuclear

properties discussed In our earlier work, our model can also explain the

ground state binding of Jle in the framework of valence-bond theory and

vith the same value of the coupling parameter g /Ac as was required for the

binding energy and quadrupole moment of deuteron. Our model has Just one

parameter and this picture involves DO unobserved quarks.
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Table 1

Direct and exchange integrals (in units of §- ) as a function of jr.

7

0.2

0.1*

0.6

o.e
1.0

1.2

l.U

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.1*

2.6

2.8

3.0

Direct Integral

D

0.733

0.503

0.322

0.189

0.096

0.035

-0.003

-0.025

-0.035
-0.038

-0.03T

-0.031*

-0,030

-0.025

-0.021

Exchange Integrals

B C

0.61T O.bUl

-0.086 0.322

-1.23 0.U11

-2.732 0.520

-It.392 0.602

-5.9T1 0.6U5

-7.376 0.653

-8.200 0.632

-8.700 0.591

-8.800 0.537

-8.571 O.H77
-8.086 O.U16

-7.b23 0.356

-6.666 0.300

-5.866 0.250


